Section A - A

Elevations are for illustration purpose only.

Elevation
Axiom product code: SBC
self adhesive setting block.
Plus a silicone bed on top of the
glass.
Axiom product code: ARN handrail.

SWE 35
glazing rubber
fitted on the
internal face
of balustrade.

SRE glazing rubber
fitted on the external
face of the balustrade.

*

Axiom 12mm thick toughened glass.
Glass to be in accordance with AS1288.

Maximum width of each glass
panel is 1020mm minus the
gaps each side of the glass

Isometric view

*

Axiom product code: ARN handrail.

Axiom product code: AMPB-R Satin
Mini post for balustrade.
110mm Baseplate.
Post 50 x 50 square profile, 180mm
long.

FFL

When Axiom products are concealed or in contact
with screed, tile bed or another item that could
cause corrosion, Axiom products must be
adequately protected to prevent any corrosion.

Axiom mini posts set into position
with cement. Cement to be
supplied by others.

It is the installers responsibility to ensure that any
dissimilar metals are kept separated. Axiom Group
recommends the use of nylon washers to keep
dissimilar metals separated.

*Read this drawing in conjunction with the

relevant engineering drawings. All products must
be installed as specified by the engineer.

Style: AxiLume Frameless Balustrade
Suite: Seascape Suite
Product: Mini posts core fixed into position with
ARN handrail.
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